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Topic description 
 
Dark matter may account for approximately 85% of the matter in the universe. Its 
presence is implied by diverse observed phenomena that cannot be explained using 
well accepted physical models except if some additional 'unseen' mass distribution is 
assumed. 
 
A recent trend in the use of Deep Neural Networks [1-4] to gain insight on the dark 
matter distribution has shown how artificial intelligence methods can be of use to 
invert observations into plausible dark matter densities. Inverting complex physical 
observations to some underlying density is also the subject of a promising works [5-
6] concerned with image reconstruction and gravity inversion. These methods have 
not been used yet by astronomers in relation with dark matter densities, a direction 
for further studies of certain interest. 
 
The purpose of this internship is to assess a number of ideas that leverage Neural 
Radiance fields (NERF) and Neural Density Fields (geodesyNETs) type of artificial 
neural network trainings as to produce constraints on dark matter density 
distributions. Lensing effects as well as star accelerations and velocities will be 
looked at as observables to be inverted into the dark matter densities. 
According to the details of a few proposed and most promising directions, a 
simulated universe will be used to produce synthetic data as well as real observations 
from the latest astronomical campaigns. 
 
Candidate's tasks  
 

• Review all indirect dark matter observations. 
• Propose a number of inversion schemes based on modern AI techniques. 
• Perform, either on simulation or from real data, a preliminary assessment of 

the capabilities of the most promising a technique. 
 

The ideal candidate  
 

• Knowledge on classical gravity. 
• Knowledge on dark matter astronomy. 
• Passion for Physics and Astronomy. 
• Knowledge on Deep Learning. 
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